
((Published weekly at 1329 Lr.33rd Street, ytlwaukee 8, Wisconsin)} 
* Donn Brazier determines your priority on the circulation 

list by the postage-money, acknowledgements and 1 ^quests, 
or Enbereports that you night possibly send him....... *

♦♦♦
32- Nicholas Carr reports a radio shov; entitled "Fifth Horseman", heard or 
NBC network Thursday nights at 9:30 PH-CDT. "It describes various aspects 
of atomic energy," he writes,"the last being the reactions of a nan to tic 
Atonic Age. On Aug.l the program is sub-titled ’Crisis’, probably the ttcr-. 
of atonic war."

33- "Closer within fay awn personal experience cones a weird 
adventure, and a phenomenon open to no such suspicions of fraud as those 
just related, which befell a friend who is a Brahmin, an erudite scholar, 
and a deep student of the ancient Tantric magic of India, Lt. Vishnu Kara.a- 
dikar, of Poona. While we were engaged in certain archaeological investi
gations at the ter.ple of Old Lahableshwar in 1934 we discovered a very rare 
object, a small image of the ancient goddess Gayatri, with four faces. "”>• 
priest flatly declared that we would not be able to get a photograph of it-- 
he said I should not, in any case, not being a Brahmin — unless certain 
magical rites were performed first, since the mantra of Gayatri is the most 
powerful known to Tantric students. Partly because he wanted to see what 
would happen, and partly because, having lived long in London, he has an ex
tremely sceptical outlook, Er. Karandikar went to turn the image, which is 
only sone tliree feet high, in order to get it into a more favorable light, 
for his picture. Though easy to handle, as regards bulk and size, it absol
utely refused to move, even by our joint efforts, and when Hr.Karandlkar 
tried again, alone, he received from sone invisible force a violent blow a- 
cross the left hand, which raised a weal and broke a thick gold ring he was 
wearing.

"In addition to this, when he still persisted in his efforts to get 
ft photograph of the image without performing puja, every plate of the sub
ject cane out clearly as a picture of the wall against which the image st< rl 
put with no idol visible on it, though camera and plates were all in per • '♦ 
-rder, and the rest of the batch of plates had already given perfect plot e 
£f other objects and buildings around the temple. Ey own luck, with an •quem. 
ly good camera and plates, was no better; so finally my Brahmin friend did 
•erform the ancient magical incantations prescribed by the tempi ? pries 

vjas able to photograph the image, and a very evil thing it is to look u on. 
L too made another attempt, after the ceremonies, but copld get nothing but. 
i blurred outline of tho idol, though the wall behind was sharp. Another 
lueer experience on this expedition was that I r. • Karand!kar was also unabl , 
until puja had been performed and offerings made, to get a picture of the 
entrance to the lair of the sacred cobra on Ilahableshwar Hill, at which sru 
hole the priests dally make offerings of eggs." (pps. 139-140 of IIDIAii 
IBlDERVOrLD by Paul Dare - 1940)

Paul IQlngbiol,who sent in the preeding 221K. 
BEPOBT, says: "Dare is not a champion of Indian Yoga etc.,etc.,in fact he d'
bunks quite a bit of it in his book. As you can see from the opening seaterv, 
of the quote, he isn’t a sucker. Previous stories he had related which were 
open to question concerned bleeding statues, one even menstruates every 
to six weeks. The suspicious part of it is that no outsider can stand gu.i . 
in the temple and thus spot trickery. Therefore I didn’t bother quoting t. >r 
particular stories."



i: ARRIVAIS: DOUBT, The Fortean Society magazine, /. 15; Ar.;T,GIm A, 
_ 11AN., by Franz Weidenreich, 1946, University of Chicago Press; I'll IP f, 

10, a nuzine put out by Tells Etreiff; T//////. 1, being mailed at ■ • .
lent by Donn Brazier. DOUBT is chuck full of interesting and thou 

yoking items, a great many of them sent in by Eric F. Bussell, the 1 I 
L.urrier” man. The cover shows some myster ous footprints.;, what made 
I think I’ll take It down to the museum and let the zoologists ponder ovir 
.me tracks. There are some interesting sallies about the recent radai’ co 
f.ct with the moon. A definition of STUDY Is given as ’’the process of -‘in - 
l:.g out Which questions have no answers.” I-orzybski cones in for sone oi 

praise, for Thayer• (editor of DOUBT) admits that previously he had said 
that ”an essentially simple subject was being perverted, obfuscated an J. bn 
powely made difficult, for the chief reason of providin; an incone for 
yoski." E.Hoffman Price even contributes several columns on the subj-c- o 

translators and their errors. VZeldenreich*s book is the election of the 
Scientific Book Club for this rtonth. It is not a popularly written book,i ‘ 
•mm. ‘ 5 Tmtures tb ; author -ave at th?- n of m 11 * m 1945^___

35- Have 
you written iCI.HCA ILLUSTRATED yet to comment on Groff Conklin’s article 
The Science in Science Fiction”? I did and got a reply four days after 

writing to then; they ond their little noto:";/e hope you and your readers 
oy future issues.” (I had sent then a cony of .:: JRR in which their 

azine was praised.) I have hopes that tills zine will give us, if not the 
fiction we like, the type of science articles the general run of science
fiction fan will like.

36- Jin Hepner writes: "i .aybe Tdwrad Tomorrow won't 
fold, although I’m being lean on promises for the nonce. If there is an
other issue, it will contain sone reviews of ARTII COULD BL FAIR, by Van 
lessen, SISTER GAIuilE and TUB BULWARK by Dreiser, the writings of John Stre- 
chey, and sundry other books, probably none of then fantasy. Also some fic
tion strictly realistic, and articles including one on the Jomen of the Lu 
flux Klan, and perhaps one on a possible uton-bombing of IYC. Chief short- 

?s at the moment are artwork, poetry, and really concrete nl 
the future of the magazine."

37-AFl’IUS id© VIRGINIA by Trevelyan, I’utnuri, 
1933 NYC— Lady educates an ape to human intelligence, various consequent n .. 
Credit Robert Stein.) JURGEN by James Branch Cabell, IlcBride 1919 — Jur

gen, main character, puts in good word for Satan; as reward, ^atan gives 
' bility to travel in various worlds of dreams end mythology. J has many 1- 

Idg and eroti c adventure s . ^xnd I ;.iean crctlo, thO-not- in -t ne-vu.’irr»T 
fern. (Credit Stein) Do we Mve any more capsule reviews, either old or 
If so, send then in.

38-A LIGHTS OUT program series is being revived at 31 
CST on Saturday night over HOC. The one tonite is just beginning— I her 
vord LOLDI — pardon me while I listen. I heard all but the finish, bee 
at that time Ilanek called on the phone. She has not submitted anythung r 
cently to either the pros or ftiz.

39- The picture story in the August CO 
OHET is called "By Rocket to liars in 18 Days"; with brief text and nine 

lored shots thru the spaceship port the trip proves very .interosbixi, 
paintings are by Chesley Bonestell, artist and astronomer. The date p 
dieted for this trip is 1986.

40- AHKIIAI* HOUSE bulletin just received 
that the Hodgson omnibus is nwv being delivered, and that Howard's SIT 
FACE soon will be. JUI.BEE and TIE EXE AND TFC FINGER are no\'.’ out of ' 
Foreign editions are mentioned: French .Spanish, England, and Australia. '
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